
SONGS AND DANCE SCENES IN INDIAN FILMS

These are the greatest dances in Hindi movie history. Dekho' was unloved by the critics and the box office, but this song
took over Bollywood.

According to choreographer Saroj Khan, this particular dance was quite difficult to compose. The song was
considered scandalous for its bawdy lyrics, but the choreography was predicated on Rajasthani folk dance,
effectively infusing a more controlled feel into the scene. Go right to , when Patrick Swayze hoists Jennifer
Grey aloft like an offering to an almighty higher power. As the plot unfolds, Paro, Devdas' love interest,
invites Chandramukhi, a courtesan in love with Devdas, to her husband's home for the Durga Puja celebration.
For a moment in the middle of the number, Rahul dreams he is dancing with his beloved Anjali. So while
"Kambakth Ishq Hai Jo" remains a very cool number in its own right, it reflected a worrying trend of
shameless Hollywood imitation in the industry. But only one of them features the singular presence of Carmen
Miranda, resplendent in her produce-bedecked headdress. Featuring two of Bollywood's most attractive actors
- Aamir Khan and Sonali Bendre - it's literally wet with lust, set among waterfalls, river rapids and torrential
rain. All 6 minutes of this magnificent sight are absolutely infectious and riveting. This dance scene is also
number three on the Redhotcurry. Indeed, musical numbers have become so important that Bollywood
invented the "item number". While you'll have to get the movie to see the actual scene, this video from Bethel
University will give you a taste of the song and the dance steps. Shava Shava Film: Kabhi Khushi Kabhie
Gham Choreographer: Farah Kahn Dancer: Amitabh Bachchan The English title of the movie translates to
Sometime Happiness, Sometimes Sadness, and the storyline follows a pair of brothers, the elder adopted, and
the challenges involved in falling in love with someone not deemed suitable by the family. The elaborate
choreography betrays the control she has over her steps, but the feeling that she could shake apart at any
moment makes Hepburn shine. This scene, choreographed by Farah Khan who won the IIFA Award for Best
Choreography for the number, covers the engagement party for the student and her new love interest which
ends in the discovery of the neighbors's fate. It predates language itself, some scholars clocking its advent
around B. This gangster-inspired scene features lots of female dancers with rather suggestive moves.
Furthermore, the scene shows director Sanjay Leela Bhansali's exceptional eye, with its appealing use of color
and space in the art direction. I've never seen the film and I honestly don't want to, preferring to let my
imagination run wild. Especially as it shamelessly objectifies Abraham, Hollywood could learn a thing or two
from its equal opportunity voyeurism between the sexes, which is now a common practice in Bollywood. This
canon goes heavy on the musicals, as it must, so take special note of the entries cherry-picked from other
realms of storytelling. Perhaps it has something to do with all the meat hooks? The number is performed by
Mohammed Rafi , a music legend of Bollywood. While other cinema traditions promote a tight focus on the
central narrative, Indian audiences have become appreciative of these musical interludes, which are often
completely unrelated to the plot and feature actors who aren't part of the film. Maybe you can watch the video
and explain what's really going on here. It has a clear 60's vibe and has withstood the test of time. Choli Ke
Peeche Kya Hai Film: Khalnayak Choreographer: Saroj Khan Dancer: Madhuri Dixit The basic plot of this
film goes something like this: criminal escapes the police inspector, police inspector's girlfriend goes under
cover to help catch criminal, girlfriend finds criminal charming, and then things get interesting. The dancing is
equally graceful and dynamic, and the cinematography and editing are spectacular. But I doubt Brandy and
Monica could have quite pulled off the choreography on display here. In this scene, two birthday celebrations
are happening simultaneously. For the most part though, the musical numbers follow the same narrative
purpose as the Hollywood musicals we're used to, just bigger and brighter. It made MissMalini. So eventually,
they decided to with the audacious idea of filming it on a real moving train through the mountains of Tamil
Nadu in India. It's therefore more pleasure to present my list of 10 Spectacular Bollywood Song-and-Dance
Scenes: Baawre - Luck By Chance If you're going to make a satire about the Bollywood film industry, you
know you have to go all out with your musical scenes.


